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Dilemma '79 speakers roster finalized
In addition to Ron Nessen and

Daniel Schorr, five more speakers
have been confirmed as partici-
pants in Dilemma '79. They are Dr.
Arlene Kaplan Daniels, sociology
professor at Northwestern
University; Reg Murphy, publisher
and editor of The San Francisco
Examiner; Howard Simons,
managing editor of The Washing-
ton Post; John Tebbel, author and
retired journalism professor; and
Dr. Richard Zakia, photography
professor at the Rochester Institute
of Technology.

As publisher and editor of The

Frazier-Jelke Science Center
Lecture Room B was filled with
concerned students, faculty
members, and members of the
administration at 3:00 Wednesday
afternoon during a meeting of the
SGA. The gathering was a
question-and-answer session to
discuss the Board of Trustees'
recently adopted policies of tenure
and related matters.

Among those present were the
three student Board members,
Carolyn Crenshaw, Dan Cogswell,
and Ralph Jones; faculty Board
members Professors Marshall
Jones, Bernice White, and Ken
Williams; Board member Charles
P. Cobb; and President James H.
Daughdrill.

SGA president Chris King
called the meeting to order, and
Cogswell gave a short history of
the situation. The floor was then
opened up for questions and
comments.

Questions were primarily from
the students and were answered by
the faculty members present,
Board members, and the president,
although some questions from the
faculty were addressed to President
Daughdrill.

Among questions most often
raised was that concerning the
changes in policy for the academic
tenure of the Dean of the college.
Also of apparent concern was the

San Francisco Examiner, Reg
Murphy has been described by
media experts as "an innovator"
and a "newspaper doctor." He was
the political editor and later editor
of The Atlanta Constitution during
the 1960's and early 1970's.
Murphy is probably best known for
the time he was kidnapped while
he was editor of the Contitution in
1974. He has also worked in
television and co-authored a book,
The Southern Strdtegy.

Howard Simons has been
managing editor of the Washing-
ton Post since 1971. In the late

reason for the new 67% working
goal among tenured faculty.

Professor Jack U. Russell
stated that he felt the adoption of
such a goal will make it difficult to
recruit qualified new faculty
members for any appreciable
length of time, since their tenure
will seem based on this figure. He
said that there was now a "great
chasm between faculty and
administration," and that it will
not close until a solution is reached.
Professor Russell expressed the

. feeling that the student
evaluations, as they will be drawn
up and used in accordance with the
new rulings, are a "serious
mistake." He encouraged students
to seriously think about the results
of the evaluations and decide for
themselves whether they should be
used in such a way.

President Daughdrill denied
the projected misuse of the
evaluations and showed several
different forms of evaluation,
citing the advantages and
disadvantages of each.

Again the matter of academic
tenure for administrative positions
was brought up, and the president
responded by showing selections
from the Kiest Report, a guideline
that the president has consulted
throughout his work on the tenure
situation. Professor Jones and
several students pointed out what

1950's his journalism work
centered around science. He was a
reporter and later editor of Science
Service, science reporter for The
Washington Post, and columnist
for New Scientist. He has written
two hooks, and worked as a visiting
professor at Syracuse University.
Both Murphy and Simons have
had Nieman Fellowships at
Harvard University.

John Tebbel began working for
newspapers at 14, and has been
involved in journalism ever since.
He has worked for Newsweek, The
Detroit Free Press, The New York

they felt were discrepancies
between the president's interpreta-
tion and the report itself, to which
the president responded that any
discrepancies were ones which he
and the Board had worked out.

Mr. Cobb spoke on behalf of the
Board, saying that. he felt their
decision had been carefully
pondered and that it will serve the
needs of the school in the future. He
said that attempts such as this one
and the $20 million capital funds
drive were the ways in which the
Board hoped to deal with the
expected financial problems of the
1980's.

Students and faculty alike
expressed the feeling that the
faculty had not been heard as they
should have in the matter, and that
the amendation of the proposal
from the Board Committee on
Faculty and Educational Program
had been, in effect, ignored. Mr.
Cobb said that the Board had
carefully considered all alterna-
tives and felt that the decision
reached was the best one possible.

In response to a question
about the Board's attitude to the
idea of tenure itself, Mr. Cobb said
that the Board supported the
statement in the approved policy
which states that they "reaffirmed
their commitment to presently
tenure faculty."

The meeting adjourned at 5:00.

Times, the old American Mercury,
and other publications. Tebbel has
taught at the Columbia School of
Journalism, and New York
University. He has written some
forty books of his own, and as
many incollaboration with other
people. He currently directs New
York University's Summer Book
Publishing Workshop.

In addition to teaching
sociology, Dr. Arlene Kaplan
Daniels also directs Northwestern
University's Program on Women.
In 1974-75 she worked as principal
Investigator for the National
Science Foundation's Symposium
on Women and the Mass Media.
She taught at San Francisco State

Collige, the University of
California, and the University of
Missouri, before accepting her
current position at Northwestern
in 1975. She has written three
books and has had numerous
academic papers published.

Dr. Richard D. Zakia is a
professor of photography and
coordinator of the Master of Fine
Arts Program in Photography at
the Rochester Institute of
Technology, Rochester New York.
He has co-authored seven
textbooks dealing with photo-
graphy and with perception. His
current interest is in the area of
visual perception as it relates to
photography, art and advertising.

SCHEDULE
FRIDAY, MARCH 9
2:30 Tebbel: Amphitheatre (Hardie Auditorium in case

of bad weather)
3:00 Arlene Daniels: FJ-B
7:30 Panel Discussion: Gym
10:00 Nessen, Tebbel, Simon, Daniels, Murphy
10:30 PiKA Reception

SATURDAY, MARCH 10
10:30 Richard Zakia: 200 Clough

Daniels: FJ-B
1:00 Murphy/Simon: Clough
3:00 AOPi Reception
6:30 Zakia: FJ-B
9:30 Schorr: Gym
10:30 Question and Answer Session

SUNDAY, MARCH 11
1:00 Tebbel: Amphitheatre
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To the Editor of the Sou'wester:
In the interest of upholding

creditable and refined journalism, I
must object to the photograph
which appeared on page 2 of the 12
January 1979 issue of the
Sou'wester. The picture is not only
offensive, but no cutline is included
with the photograph, and no
reference is made to it in any of the
copy throughout the paper. The
inclusion of such irrelevant and
gauche material is indicative of an
apathetic attitude toward the
quality of your newspaper.

Articles throughout the
Sou'wester also begin to reflect the
tastes of the contributors,
photographers, and editors, which
fall far below acceptable
journalistic standards. Indeed, the
content of the publication is
seemingly dictated by the
dilettantism of a hopefully

unrepresentative few in your
highly-rated (academically)
school.

I would encourage you to
consider carefully what will be the
future of the Sou'wester. I have
enjoyed the paper (particularly the
curriculum and lecture informa-
tion, and the sports writings of
Boyd Chitwood, who has yet to
allow his comments to reflect the
apparently prevalent attitude of
his colleaugues), and would hate to
see its downfall continue. Surely
not all at Southwestern are of one
accord. What do other students and
faculty say about this matter?

Sincerely,
A. Mastizo

Hot Springs, Ark.

Last week I was eating my
spaghetti and cake,

When I looked up above me--what a

mistake,
1900 was showing, a season

premiere,
As I tried to watch, I thought oh my

--dear

The movie was showing, just like
halloween

When ladies were bitten and
"Drak" died on the screen

The audience watched this one,
gagging with disgust

As the boys vomited, were run over
and screwed the earth's dust.

It was not right to subject us to
that.

I just wished to eat my
carbohydratess and fat.

And so I suggest, for the next film
you select,

Consider the location, please won't
you, Deck.

Jill Mattinson

Wednesday afternoon's SGA meeting was surely
an education for most of the students there. Although
students had at least a vague notion that something
was going between faculty and administration, this
gathering affirmed in the minds of the student body the
seriousness of the matter.

At this point, the most important action for
students to take is merely to keep the issue in mind. It is
difficult to discern what a reasonable course of action
would be at this time. Technically, we are on the outside
looking in, but of course this decision by the Board will
influence us immeasurably in the long run. We cannot
sit idly by; neither can we act rashly.

We have been raised on the view espoused in the
'60's that students must have a cause celebre,
something for which they will fight, literally to the
death in some cases. No matter how tempting it may be
in this case to catch the falling banner of the last
decade, we must exercise restraint. Our concern must
arise from a genuine interest in the problem at hand,
not from'a vacuum that this unfortunate turn of events
will be suitable to fill.

It seemed that among some students at the
meeting Wednesday , this poor attitude was in control.
The meeting was not meant to be a roast of the
president and Board member, but occasionally it
acquired that flavor. Some of the comments expressed

more of a personal indignation and anger than
curiousity about the real questions. Personal anger
may be justifiable to some .sll degree, but its
.expression need not be made; At least we must in
some manner admire the president and Board member
for showing up at all; their attendance reinforces the
importance of our opinion.

The suggestion regarding the boycotting of
student evaluations is definitely a good one. The
concept of student evaluations is in itself good, but the
evaluation questionnaire was designed so that the
classroom performance of a professor would be judged
both qualitatively and quantitatively; it seems
doubtful that this is to be carried out. Boycotting
has its dangers as well; if there is hot a complete
boycott, the unrepresentative results could be more
dangerous than a full complement of student opinions.
This, however, would be a start.

Boycotting is a passive action, and although it
expresses a dissatisfaction, it expresses no other more
positive criticism. We must now begin to formulate
ideas that will adequately express student opinion and
possibly have an effect on the Board's view of the
problem. The best avenues of communication are
through the newspaper and the SGA. Group action is
imperative. Although this may be a rather
bureaucratic viewpoint on our part, it is the only way to
be heard in a bureaucracy.

Wanted: Experience
Seniors snuff fluorescent lamps
And don grey flannel suits,
To spread SAM's name at coffee breaks
By skimming book reviews.

While others pencil ovals black
In tell-tale number two lead,
Pursuing higher digestion
Of all that's been spoon fed.

The stragglers, in brown studies, nurse
Midtown beer by rote,
Flip cerebral pages, and
Regurgitate old class notes.

Friends, Lynxcats, landlubbers,
The fault lies not with you.
Post-modern man ends puberty
Sometime round thirty-two.

And Memphis was no Paris, but
Flaunts a Rue L'Ennui,
So, (born too late for spots of time), we
Took up books and empathy.

Come May we'll quit this Bush League
And enter Melville's Yale.
But, gads, the isles are colonized,
And tame the great white whale.

B. Reeve Bulkington (Class of '79)

'Stamp our jargonization;'
the war on jargon escalates
(CPS) -- The way University of
Cincinnati's Dr. John McCall sees
it, he's just "taking some
proactive steps to enhance the
University's, output with simpler
input on the part of facilitators." In
other words, he wants the
University to starting saying what
it means.

McCall is one of a burgeoning
number of educators who have
begun an active attack on
"jargonization." In plain English,
"jargonization" means the use of
specialized, complicated terms for
everyday activities. Educators are
worried that such speech may
make functional illiterates out of
still more people. Some even fear
that jargon could be used by
powerful special interest groups to
"bend the truth without even
lying."

Thus, an unofficial movement *

to stamp out jargon is taking form,
and its proponents include not only
English teachers, but those who
are often most guilty of "language
pollution," administrators and
government officials. While some
doubt the use of jargon can be
harnessed (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology professor
Thomas Postlewait says fightingit
is "about as wise as the charge of
the Light Brigade:), others are
optimistically taking the first steps
against jargon.

McCall has begun by levying
25¢ fines against University of
Cincinnati administrators and
deans who use the words "input" or
"feedback" in other than their
accurate, technical meaning.
Furthermore, if the offending word
is on multiple copies, it results in an

additional one cent fine per copy.
That's just for January. In

February, the targets are improper
usages of "hopefully" and
"proactive," McCall warns.

McCall says his plan is
working. Already an administrator
recessed a meeting briefly to
collect a fine from another
administrator who reported an
"input." One dean sent McCall a
dollar as advance payment for four
mistakes he felt certain he would
make.

McCall himself has been fined
for a sentence in a letter he co-
signed: "It is also worth noting that
course work in English as a second
language is offered for students
who academic progress might be
enhanced by supplementing their
communicative skills.

Meanwhile, the New York
Times reports that the National
Council of Teachers of English
operates a thriving Committee on
Public Doublespeak. The
Committee urges its members to
watch their own language, as well
as that of their students. The
NCTE also awards annual
Doublespeak trophies to prominent
jargon-users.

President Carter has also
asked government officials to write
their documents in clear language.
U.S. Education Commissioner
Ernest Boyer is keeping the faith
by conducting clear-writing
seminars for key staff members.

The man who popularized this
war on jargon, broadcaster Edwin
Newman, is still reportedly booked
months in advance in his nation-
wide lecturing tour. Newman, who
wrote two books on the subject,
speaks, of course, on the language.
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"WARM, AWARE AND FUNNY
Speaks to the heart of women everywhere. It's warm, aware,
funny, and what a pleasure to see those female energies
burning up the screen." -Marline Latour. Mademoiselle

"A rich, life-filled movie. Lovely in every way from start
to fin ish.'-Stanley Kauffmann,. The New Republic

"A handsome movie-movie, guaranteed to be all things to all
women and most men. A blend of fact, fiction and feeling-
the stuff of life." -JudthCrist

"Agnes Varda has made a valuable, clear and passionate film
about the coming of age of women." -JudithThurman. Ms. Magazine

"A rare film that touches both the heart and the mind."
-Aaron Schindler, Family Circle

"I'm sure you will sing its praises too. A remarkable movie to
be remembered for a long, long time. Agnes Varda has
directed an original screenplay with sensitivity arid
intelligence." -Jeitrey Lyons.CBS adio

"Positive, sensitive and joyous. It is a song in praise of women.
the cast infuses the whole film with a freshness and
believability that is arresting and moving.'One Sings, the
Other Doesn't' is an experience highly recommended for
sharing." -harles Champlin,. L.A. Times

"'One Sings the Other Doesn't' provides us with a new
vision of women and finds original forms to contain it.
The films basic appeal lies in the special insight it
offers into the emotional texture of womens' lives
and the distinct nature of female friendship."

-Joy Gould Boyum. Wall Street Journal

Starring Valerie Mairesse and Theres Liotard From Cinema 5

Images Sunday, February 4th, 8:00 P.M., FJ-B, Students $1.00

Women are in majority of
ATLANTA--Women are now in the
majority of college students in the
South, according to an analysis by
the Southern Regional Education
Board (SREB) of preliminary
statistics of last fall's collegiate
enrollment.

The SREB analysis also notes
that, although there were
significant declines in the number
of full-time students attending
Southern institutions, they were
offset by continued increases in
part-time enrollment, which was
up 5.6 percent in the South.

Thus, enrollment in higher
education remained essentially
unchanged in the fall of 1978 over
levels in the previous year, both in
the South and the nation. Except
for 1975, when there was a 10
percent increase in enrollment
nationwide, the college population
has not grown as dramatically in
the 1970s as in the 1960s.

In 1978, the total headcount
enrollment in the South increased
only about one-half of one percent
to about 2,950,000 students.
Nationally, enrollment declined by
60,000 students, or less than 1
percent, out of a total headcount
enrollment of more than 11 million.

The increase in part-time study
in 1978 was not enough to counter
the decline in full-time students,
when the enrollment figures were
converted to full-time-equivalent
(FTE) terms -- which generally
serve as the basis on which public
institutions receive state funding.
When viewed from a full-time-
equivalent student perspective,
both the nation and the South
registered enrollment -declines in
1978 -- of 1.8 and 1 percent,
respectively.

The small changes noted at the
national and regional levels mask
considerable fluctuation among
the states and among kinds of
institutions. In the South, changes
in total enrollment in the public
sector (which accounts for 85
percent of all enrollment) ranged
from a 4.7 percent increase in
Virginia (one of the most
significant in the nation) to a
decline of 4.5 percent in West
Virginia. Nine of the 14 SREB
states experienced declines or
minimal increases (1 percent or
less).

Fluctuations in enrollment
were noted in the two-year college
sector, where the student
population dropped by nearly 20
percent in West Virginia and 10
percent in Kentucky. Substantial
declines in two-year college
enrollment were also noted in
Arkansas, Georgia, and Louisiana.
By contrast, significant enrollment
growth continued in the two-year
institutions in Florida, Tennessee,
and Virginia.

Enrollment in private colleges
and universities showed little
change nationwide. In the South,
eight of 14 states experiences
declines, and six showed increases.

A drop in the number of male
students enrolling full-time
accounts for changes in many
states. For example, public
institutions in the South registered
a 4 percent decline in full-time male
enrollment in 1978, compared to
1977 levels. But this decline was
balanced by significant increases
in the enrollment of women,
especially of those attending part-
time.

For the first time since World

Opera Memphis to present Manon Lescaut
On Saturday evening,

February 3, 1979, at 8 p.m., OPERA
MEMPHIS will present Puccini's
MANON LESCAUT.

The beautiful young American

Soprano, Susan Straley, will sing
the title role. Miss Straley, awarded
first prize in the Norman Triegle
Opera Auditions in 1976, made her
Cincinnati Opera debut this

Summer courses announced
Southwestern At Memphis will 112, 113-114; Physics 107-108, 103-

conduct its third SUMMER 104; Economics 103-104, 251-252;
SESSION beginning June 11. A Psychology 101-102.
variety of courses will make up the The "core-courses" in all of the
curriculum of the SUMMER natural sciences can be completed
SESSION, and once again, the in the two four-week terms. Basic
tuition charge will be considerably courses in nearly every area of the
lower than most comparable curriculum will be offered, and
summer programs and lower than DI's, internships and tutorials are
the normal tuition rate during the available to Southwestern students
regular academic year. under the procedures that apply

Courses will be conducted during the regular session. The
during either a six-week term, tuition charge is $70.00 per credit
ending on July 20, or two four-week hour. Room and board charges are:
terms, ending on July 6 for the first Single Room: 4-week term-$288; 6-
term and on August 3 for the week term-$430; 2 4-week terms-
second term. The following $574. Double Room: 4-week term-
schedule of courses is planned: $245; 6-week term-$368; 2 4-week
SIX-WEEK TERM COURSES terms-$490.
English 151, 203, 303; German 105, The tuition charge at a
106, 107, 108; History 202, 331, 363; comparable institution for summer
Philosophy 206, 304; Religion 102, school work last year was $92.00,
251, 263, 345; Biology 100; Math and the tuition charge per hour
102, 111; Computer Science 195; during Southwestern's Term III is
Physics 115, 402, 403; Anthropol- approximately $97.00.
ogy/Sociology 103, 105, 309, 401; Students who are interested in
Political Science 151; International attending the SUMMER SESSION
Studies 301; Art 205; Music 102, are asked to indicate their interest
107; Communication Arts 201, 204, by signing up for courses at
209, 315. registration for Term III on
FOUR-WEEK TERM COURSES Saturday, March 17 or at
French 101-102, 103-104; Biology registration for Term I (1979-80) on
111-112, 113-114; 'Chemistry 111- Wednesday, May 9.

Grants for research offered
The faculty committee on

research and creative activities
solicits applications from
Southwestern students for grants
for research and/or creative
activities for summer 1979. Only
those students who will be
returning as full-time students in
the fall of 1979 are eligible.

The purpose of the grants is to
enable students to carry out a
research project or creative activity
which will occupy the time of the
student for the major portion of the
summer. The standard stipend is
$750, and the minimum duration of
the project for this stipend is eight

weeks. A written report on the
project is required at the end of the
summer.

Each applicant is required to
have a faculty sponsor, who must
be consulted in the planning of the
project, and who must endorse the
application and must provide any
necessary supervision during the
project. Preference will be given to
•those applicants who will work
closely with a member of the
faculty during the project.

Application forms and further
information can be obtained from
Professor Mortimer.

college students in South
War II, women made up a majority expected for the next few years, and
of the enrollment in colleges and said it is possible that a slowdown
universities, with 50.1 percent of in the economy, coupled with
the headcount total in the South. In another large pool of high school
the fall of 1978, women account for graduates anticipated in 1979,
more than half of the collegiate could produce increases again next
populations in nine SREB states. fall.

E.F. Schietinger, SREB
director of research, said the
increase in proportions of women
enrolled in the South can be
attributed to the decline in the
number of male students enrolling
full-time, as well as to significant
increases in the participation of

college part-time.
Contrary to the trends in total

enrollment, the number of first-
time students showed small

increases, both in the nation and
the region, with gains of 1.8 and 1
percent, respectively.

While enrollment projections
indicate that declines in the future

shrinking size of the college-age
population, such demographic
change does not account for this
year's losses, according to James
R. Mingle, SREB research
associate. He said some of the
factors influencing lower rates of
attendance in fall, 1978, probably
include:- a) students chosing jobs C
over further education in 1978, a
year of relatively high employ-
ment; b) increased federal audits of
student aid applications,
demanding documentation of a
student's financial background,
which seems to have discouraged
some students from enrolling and
delayed others in receiving replies A Public

to their aid requests.
Dr. Mingle noted that year-to-year
fluctuations in enrollment can be

summer DIE WALKURE. She
recently received critical acclaim
for her Rosalinda in DIE
FLEDERMAUS in Louisiana, and
she has also appeared in THE
BARTERED BRIDE, THE
MERRY WIDOW, and Marguerite
in FAUST.

Harry Theyard sings the role
of Des Grieux in this production. It
was in this role at the 1973 Spoleto
Festival that Theyard achieved
international acclaim. This
performance drew such superla-
tives from critics that the role was
chosen for his Metropolitan Opera
debut the following year. Theyard
has performed with nearly every
major opera company in the United
States and Europe and records
extensively. He appeared with
OPERA MEMPHIS during the
1977-78 Season as Rhademes in
AIDA.

MANON LESCAUT is the
story of a young French girl in the
early 18th Century, bound for a
convent, who elopes with
handsome Chevalier Des Grieux.
She soon tires of him and becomes
the mistress of wealthy and
powerful Geronte Di Ravoir. But
when she returns to Des Grieux, her
true.love, Geronte has her arrested
and deported to Louisiana. The
story ends with Des Grieux going
with Manon into exile where she
dies in his arms.

The role of Manon's brother,
Lescaut, will be sung by leading
New York City Opera baritone
John Darrenkamp. Mr. Darren-
kamp made his City Opera debut in
1969 as Sharpless in MADAMA
BUTTERFLY and achieved such
success that he was immediately
asked to sing the title role in
PRINCE IGOR. The same season
he made his debut with the Mexico
City Opera in LA BOHEME and
appeared with Beverly Sills in
LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR in
Jackson, Miss. This season Mr.
Darrenkamp has performed
with the Baltimore Opera in
DON CARLOS and MADAMA
BUTTERFLY and will be seen in
the Toledo/Dayton Opera's
production of CARMEN, and Fort
Worth Opera's MANON LES-
CAUT following this performance.

David Morelock, who is
resident stage director for the New
Orleans Opera Association, is
known internationally for his
staging of productions for the
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Four sports programs overspend budget ...
The four fall sports programs

and the training room overspent
their budgets by more than 25%,
forcing cuts in the other sports to
stay within the total budget.

Statistics from the December
financial report indicate overruns
totaling $8,558.15, but reductions
in other areas have left Dean of
Students Anne Marie Williford
optimistic about possible
restorations to the depleted sports.

Dean Williford blamed the
excesses on inflation, particularly
during travel, unrealistically low
budgeting, and the encumbered
budget which delays precise
accounting for almost a month
past the end of the period.

In addition, althouth she
approves all purchase requests, the
individual coaches are responsible
for controlling their spending.
Dean Williford said that the final
away football game in Terre Haute,
Ind., was financed outside of the
depleted budget. The soccer team
overspent by 36% partly because
the coach, Sepp Huber, thought his
budget was $1,000 more than the
actual figure of $5,100.

Dean Williford issued a memo
on December 19 to the coaches
detailing the budget reductions.
The budgets for the men's and
women's tennis teams were cut 15%

to $1,666. The men's basketball
team allowance was also cut 15% to
$11,246.

The basketball budget was
reduced 15% to $4,144, while the
golf program's budget was cut the
amount of the cross country excess,
$306.71, to $2,063.29. The women's
basketball team's budget was
sliced the amount of the volleyball
overspending, $992.56, to
$2,142.44.

In addition, the training room,
which by the end of December had
spend $1,002 more than its allotted
$2,850, was restricted to purchases
of tape and pre-wrap. The
recruiting budget was cut back by
$500 to $1,590, and restrictions

were placed on staff priveleges
such as long-distance phone calls,
"NCAA Special Trip Money," and
"$50 authorization by staff
members."

Dean Williford said that the
revised budgets are not definite.
The February report, which will
arrive in mid-March, will be
studied to see if the recent measures
have left additional funds for the
spring sports.

Overrun totals and percent-
ages of the budgets according to the
December financial report:
football, $4,450, 18%; volleyball,
$992.56, 67%; soccer, $1,806.88, 36%;
training room, $1,002, 35%; cross
country, $306.71, 17%.

Joe Krakoviak

ISportsShorts I
Men's Soccer

Soccer is back in season again
as the men's team opens a 10-game
schedule this Sunday against Miss
Kitty's. All games will be played at
1:00 Sundays at Southwestern's
home field. Southwestern will be

participating in the first division of
the Greater Memphis Soccer
Association, and the battle for first
place in the division figures to be a

From the Outside

Lynx halted by two losses
By Boyd Chitwood Hulman is essential, though, to

The bubble's now been popped, keep the Lynx in the race.

at least to a certain degree. The One game that won't be on the
"cinderella" start for the Lynxcats record books but probably gave the
has been stopped by two Lynx some good practice was the
consecutive losses. Southwestern Tri Delta-Varsity match-up last
just finished an extremely tough Wednesday night. Though the
road trip with five games in twice varsity was handed a humiliating
as many days. defeat, they began to catch on to

the rather unusual home court
The Lynxcats certainly didn't the rather unusual home court

lose to secondrate competition. In advantages the girls had procurred
for themselves.addition to the 64-70 loss at for themselves.

Principia, the Lynx lost to 13-3 and The varsity came out shooting

nationally ranked Centre, and a fairly poor percentage with
Dixie Tournament champions, elastic tied from their ankles to

Union. Centre presently leads the their wrists. They seemed to have

CAC. the strategy down, though, when
tied as if for a three-legged race.

Southwestern roundballers They left a pair of offense at one
captured some decisive wins on end and two for defense at the
their road trip including a 62-57 other, doing quite well.
victory over a strong Trevecca Some of the guys' spirits got a
squad. The Lynx now stand 11-4 bit high from time to time, resulting
and face Rose-Hulman, defending in Mike O'Keefe and Dunn Mask
conference champions, on dropping their handicaps and
February 2. dunking the ball. The girls didn't

In the Union game, Southwest- sit still for that and didn't stand
ern was working at a disadvantage still for the rest of the game, either.
in that top scorer an rebounder They showed some real outside
Mike O'Keefe was sick but still shooting talent and a few players
played, picking up 25 points and 13 looked amazingly like ringers from
rebounds. Mark Carrol hit 20, Kurt the girl's basketball team.
Wyckoff had 12 points and 10 I'm sure with this practice
rebounds, while Mark Wendel behind them, the Lynxcats could
added 12 points. invite some of their more

Coach Hilgeman believes the troublesome opponents to play by
conference will be won with a 6-2 these rules and have a successful
record this year, counting on time of it.
Southwestern and Rose-Hulman to Make sure not to miss the start
defeat Centre when they visit each of the spring soccer season;
club's home court. A win over Rose- February 4, at Fargason Field.

... can be yours in your Southwestern Bookstore.

Come celebrate Valentine's Day
begining Monday, February 5

Candy, flowers, decorations, ...Funny books
to give as Valentines... Many lovely gift items,
stationary and cards... AND... "Itty Bittys"...

What's an Itty Bitty?
COME SEE!

l!op 8:30 a.m. - .1:00 p.m.

iioubau - Fribau

Soutfiuestcrn ioo#ksttor

three-way race between Southwest-
ern, Kitty's, and the Eagles. Come
early to insure your chances for a
good seat in the stadium for what
should be an interesting match.

Women's racketball
Aspiring women racketball

players should sign up in the
refectory on the bulletin board
across from the cashier or in the
Student Center for the First
Annual Women's Intramural
Racketball Tournament to be
staged after break. A most
wonderful trophy will be presented
to the winner of said event. Please
direct inquiries or suggestions to
Marlee Mitchell or Elen Geiger.

Spending on
(CPS)--It took Eastern Carolina
University student Debbie Newby
months of petitioning and pleading
to get action on violations of a law
that had been on the books for six
years.

In the end, Newby, along with
four other ECU students,
persuaded ECU administrators to
begin treating the gross inequities
between women's and men's sports
-- differences they knew were
prohibited by federal Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972.

Lack of awareness and
concern about Title IX may have
blocked broad implementatin of
Title IX, observers say, but the
most potent factor may be the lack
of guidance and enforcement from
the federal government.

Since its passage in 1972, Title
IX has prohibited sex discrimina-
tion in schools receiving federal
support. Yet it took three years for
the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW) to
come up with how-to rules,
whereupon it gave schools three
years to comply with the regs.

Thus, the new equal-spending
rule is turning a lot of heads in
athletics departments and in
intercollegiate athletic organiza-
tions. Many men's athletic
directors fear it will "force them to

The Pikes played members of the BSA in intramural basketball
action last week.

women's sports unequal
weaken men's programs substan-
tially in order to pump more money
into women's programs," as
William Davis, president of the
University of New Mexico and a
member of the Office of Civil
Rights task force on Title IX warns.

However, the big game
enthusiasts may have little to
worry about. The new Title IX regs
also allow unequal spending if the
differences are "based on non-
discriminary factors such as the
costs of a particular sport, or the
scope of competition (national as
opposed to local or regional)." This
"loophole," say many women's
athletic directors, will allow
continued large-scale funding to
maintain the big-time male sports.

Gloria Ray, director of
women's athletics at the
University of Tennessee,
acknowledges that sports such as
football require more money. But
on expenses are deducted, she told
the Chronicle of Higher Education,
"you should get a realistic figure
for what a fair, equal-per-capita
expenditure should be under Title
IX proposals."

Which sounds a lot like Debby
Newby's theory. The ECU
women's athletic department's
budget has doubled since her
complaint, as has the scholarship

fund. It gets recruitment money for
the first time. The basketball team
now has a full-time coach, and
women in ECU's eight sports will
be able to use three locker rooms,
instead of one. According to
Newby, it's possible for five
students and a lot of time and
patience to make an impact where
HEW can't.
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Educational Center
Call Days Evenings & Weekends

Prepare Now For
Spring MCAT, DAT & LSAT

2600 Poplar
458-6401

Memphis, Tenn.
For Information About Other Centers

In Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223.1782

Kentucky Opera Association,
Central City Opera, Orlando
Opera, The Hawaii Opera Theatre,
The Aspen Music Festival, and
others. His production of
MACBETH was chosen to be given
at the International Verdi
Congress last year. In addition to
MANON LESCAUT and MAC-
BETH for OPERA MEMPHIS, this
season finds him directing
RIGOLETTO for the Grand Rapids
Opera, in Hawaii for IL
TROVATORE, Palm Beach for UN
BALLO IN MASCHERA, ar.d in
New Orleans for FAUST.

Conducting the OPERA
MEMPHIS Orchestra in this

production of MANON LESCAUT
will be Robert Griffith, who serves
on the faculty of Memphis State
University, and who has conducted
more than twenty opera
productions for OPERA MEM-
PHIS, including BARBER OF
SEVILLE, MADAMA BUTTER-
FLY, TURANDOT, and I
PAGLIACCI.

MANON LESCAUT will be
staged in the Dixon-Myers Hall, on
February 3, 1979, at 8:00 p.m. For
ticket information, stop by the
Memphis State Ticket Office or any
Goldsmith's Ticket Office. Or, call
(901) 454-2043, or write Memphis
State Box Office, Student Center,
Memphis, TN 38152.

Opera Memphis to present Manon Lescaut
Continued from page 3
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